Residence
Food:
Cliff Rep I ies

Concert Cancelled
by Keith Thornton and Bob Evans

The Crowbar and Manchild
concert of saturday Sept. 15 was
cancelled by promoter Don Jones
ause of the illness of one of the
ITI('mbers of Crowbar, according to
Board of Activities Director Blair
Hansen. Hansen was informed at
4:30 Thursday by Jones of the
lll'Cessity of cancelling the show.
In the past WLU has had an
extremely dismal track record as
far as concerts have been concerned "Chicago" opted out from
lhe1r date at Winter Carnival '71
a use of weather conditions and
later refused a 'rain date'. Last
ars major concert fiasco centered around Isaac Hayes who
mply dtd not show up. SAC inrurred losses over both of these
concerts although Hayes was sued
successfully for over $5,000.
However there was no threat of a
associated with the Crowbar
concert as it was being conducted
by an outs1de promoter. All SAC
penses \\'Pre covered. As well,
Jones offered a $250 performance
nd which was refused by Hann

Hansen stated that the expenses
re composed of a $1500 payment
to the groups, a $500 Theatre
.ud1torium rental fee payable to
the admmtstratJon, SAC was to be

guaranteed a $500 promotional fee
plus reimbursement of expenses of
$150. Furthermore, by fire
regulations theTA is restricted to
a maximum crowd capacity of
1200. Thus, at a ticket price of $2.50
maximum income for a sold out
concert would be $3000, balanced
against a total promoters cost of

~
. .

$2650.

thu:-&~

Hansen had at one point indicated the concert was cancelled
by mutual agreement with the
promoter, group and BSA. The
rationale behind such a move
being the slim profit margin even
for a sold out concert. Cancellation
was in the best interest of all
parties. Also, Hansen informed the
Cord that he did not know how
many advance tickets had been
sold, but rumours were that sales
were extremely low, thus lending
some credence to this theory.
These events cast a dismal light
on the prospects of concerts on
campus. If the profit margin is so
slim on a relatively minor group
such as Crowbar, can it be expected that BSA would be able to
book more expensive groups.
Next scheduled concert is for
Oct. 19 featuring Bill Haley and the
Comets. Will this be another SAC
"refund booth" special?

Short Takes
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The sign tells you what you can eat, but your stomach and the
administration differ as to whether you go away from the dining hall
with that empty feeling ... especially in the wallet after getting a
pizza at nine o'clock.

New Crowd Rules in EHect
The new rules of conduct for fans at football games underwent its
f1rsl tnals at the early games of this season. The rules are meant to
nrouragc" fans to "observe the rules of good citizenship". Specified
offt•nces are open drmking !which will gain you a fine, expulsion from
thP prem1ses, and confiscation of the beverage, or any permutation or
ombinat10n thereof), throwing of missiles !fine, expulsion), drunk
and disorderly 1fine, expulsion), and fighting and rowdyism !a new
logy?l You can recognize the enforcers by the armbands they
wear
Accordmg to our sports editor, the rules work . At the Windsor game,
II alcoholic beverag£>s were confiscated at the gate, and the crowd
was rther£>for£>?) very well behaved. The WLU student police system
w11l be 111 force at thefirst home game ,
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CORD now a Monopoly
The Walms, a bi-weekly publicatiOn put out by the university, has
ased pubhcatton It IS more or less replaced by a Memo from the
Off1r£' of the President, which gives all the relevant news at much less
osl The cessatiOn of the Walrus means that the Cord Weekly is the
only campus-()riented publication at WLU; Waterloo Campus is
dlr£>cted more at th£' alumni readership.

Booster Bus Canned

After the slightly embarassing failure to come up with a bus for the
game, the Booster Club was faced with an error in the
o11pos1te <hrection for. last week's game in Windsor. The ticket
sales
.
v.we reported to be m the area of two, and our sports editor bought
one Wonder who bought the other? Th~re was~ rum our that t~e bus to
chartered was of the School Bus vanety, wh1ch h~s a <;apac1ty of 48,
and costs q111 tc a bit less, $210 to be exact. Thus If .this bus were a
ellout the Booster Club would actually make a profit on the bus. On
·
.
. .
the other hand, they dtdn t exactly sell out, so It IS perhaps hard to
·
f
·
f
h
h
b
'f
blame them for optmg or t e c eaper us, 1 m ac t th ey d'd
1 so. I n any
l'asc, bus service will be provided to home games, at minimal cost.
By the wa). for those of you who didn't know, or just forgot, the
·h
"home games" are way out at Centennial Stadium is
reason" Your
that Seagram Stadium is condemned. U of W games are also reportedly out at Centennial, so don't feel too badly.
tc~laster

B of G Hopefuls
Politicking for spots on the Board of Governors is well under way.
Two names mentioned are Cliff Bilyea and Barry Lyons, the Business
Manager and Publications Director of the University, respectively.
There are spots on the new Board selected from the old Board from
staff.

Record Co-op to Open
The Record Co-op will open Monday. The break-even (on selling
price) policy remains unchanged from last year, although staff this
year will be paid by the hour as are staff in the Games Room. The
hours are also the same as last year, 10 in the morning to 2 in the afternoon.

Shine Mister?

Shinerama collects
two grand
by Bernard Brunner
Th'ts years Sh'merama e ff or t to
raise funds for the Big Sisters and
Medifree ended last Thursday
afternoon after a total of $1,940 was
co11 ec ted on two d ays of hard wor k
b
. t
t d t
y approx1ma e1y 255 s u en s. 0 n
Sat d S t
b t
t d ts
ur ayd t ep 8. a $ou 70Th'
s u tent
manage 0 raise 700 · .'~ o a 1
was well below the_ anticipated
$5,000 total. Both Medlfree and the
B' s· t
b d. K't h
Ig IS ers are ase m . I c enerWaterloo and are badly m need of

SAC By-law Defeated
by Dave Schultz
The first SAC meeting of the new
academic year was held last night
n the Willison Hall lounge and
proceeded easily through a series
ol ratifications '!nd reports but
bogged down durmg consideration
or an honorarium bylaw. Impetus
for discussion came from Board of
Publications President, Warren
Howard Howard sits as an Arts
Rep
Howard's arguments centered
on the necessity for outlining some
guaranteed honorarium for the
Cord staff Specifically he wished
ee a change made that would
the Cord staff from
•C'.s~tPI'nrv "D" of the by-law which
ludes the director of
rna, the players guild
director and Orientation

paper editors, to category "A"
composed of SAC executive and
Board of Pubs President. Such a
change would guarantee their
honorarium being in the $150 to
$500 range, rather than _being
unstructured as now. SAC reJected
Howard's recommendation but
President McKinley promised that
the Cord Staff honorarium would
be evaluated again by the end of
the fall term. A second motion
suggested by Howard would inrlude associate Cord Editors,
sports and entertainment, in tht:
by-law. This and other amendments were rejected but the
unamended by-law was rejected
because of failure to achieve the
two-thirds majority necessary.
Also presented to SAC was
procedure for electing students to
the Board of Govenors and Senate

that had been amended by the
Board. Two amendments were
accepted in the case of the Board
elections but only one in the case of
the Senate. As it stands, SAC will
choose the necessary number of
representatives from a list composed by the SAC president but, in
the case of the Board nominees,
added to by SAC.
VP finance Steve Dinley
presented a financial report, and
commented on the opening of the
Record Co-op Monday. It was
decided to invest surplus capital in
sixty day term papers; and finally,
nominees were ratified for
Director of Student Activites BSA
business manager, Comm~nity
services Bank Director, Legal Aid
Director, and Birth Control Information Director.

funds.
In an effort to correct the
situation an emergency student
meeting was called on Tuesday
Sept 11 by President Frank Peters,
Dean of Students Fred Nichols and
Shinerama organizer
Gary
Campbell. At the meeting, attended by over 150 students, it was
decided to cancel Thursday afternoon classes in an effort to
resume the fund raising appeal. As
a result, 185 people turned out and
gathered an additional total of
$1,240 .

In previous years Shinerama has
been more successful because
until 1970 it was expected that all
Frosh would participate as a
regular part of Initiation exercises. Because of this, the
monetary returns were also
substantially larger. For instance,
in 1968 $7,000 was raised in one day
and in 1969 the campaign netted
$5,000 for the Big Brothers. In 1971
requests were made in the Twin
Cities for additional charities to
share in the proceeds. Consequently, four different charities
received grants that year.
that year.
Shinerama began about 11 years
ago when a group of students
organized themselves in an effort
to take an active part in community affairs. In those days, the
Freshman with his purple and
yellow beanie and shoeshine kit

by Dave Schultz
The quality of food served in the
dining hall to on-campus students
has only recently been surpassed
as an 'issue' by student concern
over the quantity of food served. In
a letter printed in the Cord on Sept.
13, Chris Burtchall claimed that
WLU offers a smaller meal within
a more restrictive meal card
system for a greater cost than
most other universities in Ontario.
Cliff Bilyea, the university
Business Manager and the man
ultimately responsible for dining
hall operations attempted to
counter these arguments in an
interview Monday.
Bilyea claims that Burtchall, in
analyzing only the cost of the food
portion of residence fees neglected
to note the comparable cost of the
total residence package at other
universities. Thus, although at
WLU food prices are higher, the
total cost of living on campus is at
most only 9 per cent higher than
other universities and in most
cases is the same. Behind this
difference, said Bilyea is the fact
that at most schools there is a
combined food services-residence
complex. Consequently, overhead
costs for the building, most notably
mortgage payments are covered in
the residence room fee. Therefore,
at other schools the residence fee
is higher, because . of higher
overhead, while the food cost is
sufficient to just cover food. At
WLU, however, there are separate
residence and food buildings, and
so there are two mortgages to be
covered, one out of food income,
and one out of room income.
Combined, the two mortgage
payments are equivalent to the one
payment made at other schools.
Another point raised by Burtchan was the change in portion
sizes. While Bilyea maintains that
sizes are equivalent to those given
in previous years, much grumbling has been heard from many
students as to a cut in portions.
Such a point of contention cannot
be easi~y reconciled, however,
due to the subjective nature of
eating habits. The food services
staff has rated WLU portions
against those of University of
Waterloo and found them to be as
big or bigger than in their
residences.
One point that cannot be argued,
though, is the fact that the number
of options available to meal card
holders has decreased. For
example, it was possible in the
past to take more than two slices of
bread; one dessert and one ice
cream, or two ice creams; two
salads, plus the dinner plate, milk
and two glasses of juice. Bilyea
says that the present regulations
have always 'been on the books'
but the staff has been lenient in
enforcement of the rules. Faced
with increased costs, which he said
are greater than the 8 per cent
figure quoted by Burtchall, it was
deemed necessary to strictly
regulate the amount of food given
to each student.

was a familiar and welcome sight
in the community and many
residents miss this today.
Currently a legal investigation is
taking place against a Toronto
based group using the name
"Shinerama" for their provincewide campaign. Supposedly the
name
"Shinerama"
was
copyrighted by WLU years ago.
In one respect Shinerama was
successful in that it broughf
together the students and com·
munity. In addition a good time
was had by all participating
because of the chance for meeting
new people and renewing old
acquaintances.

Record Co-op Opening
Monday; September 24
10 am-2 pm Mon.-Thurs.

10 am-12 pm Friday

Discount Prices on Records

TIM HORTON DONUTS
Home of the World's Greatest Coffee

ALSO

FRESH HOMEMADE PIES

rserved ..HOtlf

More specifically,
was cited for
fast" products, like
Grapcfellow, Baron
berry, and l''ranken
contain between thi
JX'r cent sugar and
to tooth decay,
better foods out of the
products are more
cereal."
Like other cereal
turcrs, General Mills
sales by advertising

······························~·

TAKE ONE HOME
UNIVERSITY AND WEBER

The Book Barn

12 King St. N.

Upstairs

Next to Waterloo Theatre

''SURFACING''
by Margret Atwood
$1.75 in paperback. We are the only
Bookstore in K-W to have this title.
Released Tuesday.
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More good news
from OSAP

for the estimat
thousands of
illegally in Canada, a
745-8637
opportunity to obtain
will occur during
October.
The government a
the beginning of
'amnesty'
October 15-during
eigners may apply
immigrant status
GRADUATION
SPECIALISTcanada,
provided they
. __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _PORTRAIT
______
_ _ _ _ _ 1972.
the country before N

.259 King St. West, Kitchener

WLU

For students under 24 and unmarried who have:
• 3 or 4 years of successful post-secondary education
• 3 or 4- years of labour force experience

THURSDAY, SEPT.

September Serenade

• or a 3 or 4 year combination of the above
As modified Group A OSAP applicants, an additional $5,000
(3-year combination) or $6,000 (4-year combination) will be deducted
from your parents' gross income in assessing your eligibility
for financial assistance.

Stu-dents seeking OSAP aid for the full academic year must apply before
September 30. Your Student Awards Officer has the details.

-the new University Act provides for two students to sit on
Board of Governors
-appointments for these two positions will be made by SAC
-those interested in serving on the Board of Governors
write to:
DAVID MCKINLEY
PRESIDENT, SAC

WLU
WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Bach, C!g~r,
WLU Theatre
no charge.

"Diary of a M
Humanities Theatre,
pm, $1
Pub with Steel
Ballroom 8:00 pm,
C.onestoga students
$1.50

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAM
MINISTRY OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Movies· Lady
Downhill Racer,
Hall, U of W, 75
Compliments

®

Ontario
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The Cord Weekly

The National News Developmental Centre Aids

HERS

MIAMI BEACH <CUP-LNS)&>tty Crocker and 'her' parent
Grneral l\lills were awarded the
rcond annual Bon Vivant
Vichyssoise Memorial Award in
mid-June for the corporation's
encouragement of bad eating
hablll
The award, a garbage can, was
given by the Centre for Science in
the Public Interest, as a counter
event to the 33rd Annual Meeting
of the Institute of Food
Technologists at the Miami Beach
Convention Hall.
"Bad eating hab1ts start young,"
sa1d the Center's representative
Dr. Michael Jacobson, "and
General !'IIIIIs spends millions of
dollars a year to encourage kids to
eat foods that contain a high
rcentagc of sugar, a good deal of
It. potentmlly harmful artificial
olounng:;, ami refmed flour from
wh1ch many nutrients have been
rrmoved
!\lore specifically, the company
was clled for marketing "breakfast' products, like Kaboom, Sir
Grapefellow, Baron Von Redrry, and Franken Berry, that
ntain between thirty and fifty
r cent sugar and are conducive
to tooth decay, while pushing
tter foods out of the exit; these
IJ'OOUcts are more candy than
real."
Like other cereal manufacturers, General Mills boosts its
Irs by advertising directly to
h1ldren, zeroing in on Saturday
mornmg tv, as well as using box
top hypes and othrr premiums as
Ifire
Jacobson said that the refined
flour used by General Mills,
although ennched, lacks many
luable vitamins and minerals,

and is virtually devoid of
roughage."
Two General Mills cereals,
Total and Wheaties, are identical
except for one third cents worth
more vitamins a 12 ounce box of
Total. That one third cents
mushrooms into 18 cents at the
store -a 5400 percent mark-up.
"This adds up to about a $10
million a year gyp," said Jacobson. "It is cheaper for someone to
buy Wheaties and a vitamin pill
than Total."
The center also accused General
Mills of secrecy <the food
producer recently declined to
make public the nutritional
analyses of its products) and
deceptive labeling. Many General
Mills' labels violate American
federal regulations which require
that preservatives be identified by
chemical name. And Betty
Crocker markets a "butter pecan"
cake mix which contains no real
butter and no pecans.
After the Kellogg Company,
General Mills is the second largest
cereal producer in the country. But
cereal alone did not account for
last year's profit of $65.5 million on
sales of $1.6 billion. With Lionel
Trains, Play-Doh and Parker
Brothers Games, General Mills is
now the third largest toy
manufacturer in the U.S.
Frozen seafood, a frozen meat
substitute, Hamburger and Tuna
Helper, clothing, jewelry and
industrial chemicals (including
vitamins) are among the company's other products. There is
also a 65 unit restaurant chain
<Red Lobster Inns) and the
company is currently testing a
computerized weight reduction
program, travel companies, and
adult education centers.

Retarded Children

by Pat Bush
The Developmental Centre
located on University Ave has
become a place where severely
handicapped
and
mentally
retarded children can learn to
handle the everyday things we
might regard as simple and
commonplace. A dedicated staff,
of both full-time and volunteer
members have made it their task
to "develop the fullest potential of
every child, to make him a worthwhile human being" in the
everyday world.
Ordinarily pulling on a pair of
socks or turning a doorknob seems
to be something that we do
without thinking and with no great
problems. Yet for the kids that
have these problems, these actions
are a frustrating and tireless chore
that must be practised over and
over again much the same way as
a gymnast works in learning an
intricate movement on the balance
beam, unevens or highbar.
The people at the Centre believe
that retarded children are simply
slow learners, and demand more
time and patience during this
learning than do ordinary
children. For this reason great
time on the planning and actual
teaching is important in helping
the children obtain the goals that
are extremely important. Every
child that comes to the school has
an individual programme that he
works on, on a day to day basis
that is suited to his individual
weaknesses and strengths. In this
way one slower child will not be
left behind when the others have
mastered one aspect of the
programme. The day is divided
into two programmes, the Nursery
Programme and the Activity
Programme. The first is designed
for the younger children, two
In this area, most of those af- through six, who will eventually be
For the estimated tens of
thousands of foreigners living fected by this' announcement will placed in schools for the retarded,
illegally m Canada, a last-chance probably be American war or special schools. Group work,
op(lOrtunity to obtain legal status resistors. They are urged to although individualism is adw11l occur during September and contact the Toronto Anti-Draft vocated, is also stressed for this
Programme for details and aid.
October
The government announced at
The bill betore the government
the beginning of August a 60-day now provides exemption from long as he or she has been working
·amnesty' period -August 15 to prosecution 'for the manner in at all.
October 15-during which for- which they came or remained in
If you are living illegally in thi~
eigners may apply for landed Canada' for a 60-day period. In country or know someone who is,
immigrant status from within most cases it is estimated that it have them contact the T ADP, 1111z
Canada, provided they arrived in will actually be in the applicants Spadina Road, Toronto, phone
the country before November 30, favor that he or she has been (416) 920-0241, or call 745-2003
1972.
illegally working inside Canada, as locally first for information.

Your last chance

tchener
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students to sit on the
be made by SAC

THURSDAY, SEPT. 20
ptember Serenade: Music by
Bath, Elgar, Beckwith, Leigh;
WLt.: Theatre Auditorium, 8:00pm
no charge.

of Governors should
"Diary of a Madman" by Gogo!,
Humanities Theatre, U of W; 8:00
pm, Sl
10

Pub with Steel River; SUB
Ballroom 8:00 pm, WLU, U of W,
Conestoga students $1, all others
1.50

~
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reason. Self-help training is also
carried·on in this programme. The
physical aspect of the learning
process in this programme includes the development of fine and
gross motor skills, which include
hand-eye co-ordination in the fine,
and the numerous movements of
the whole body in the gross.
Hopping, rolling over, balancing,
and climbing stairs become types
of play that in reality are very
important in the development of
these children.
In the Activity Programme,
children who are severely and
profoundly retarded learn things
that might lead to the normalization and the obtaining of the
basic daily living skills they may
never have experienced. The
children range from two years of
age to eighteen.
The formation of a self-concept,
and an increasing awareness of the
outside world are also developed in
this programme. Since some of
these children are handicapped in
many different ways the need here
for the special individual
programming is again apparent.
With all these "play" activities it
may be difficult to realize that
there is any learning going on at

all. For the mentally retarded
playing is learning. Their play is
also divided into many facets of
such learning. For example, the
time they spend in the sandbox
becomes a time when sensory
experience, the different colours,
textures, and smells of the sandbox, aid in developing sensitivity
for the real environment they live
in. Music certainly falls into this
category, and seems to be one of
the greatest means for those
children who can't move around or
talk, to communicate their
feelings . Even everyday activities
are incorporated into the play
idea, where the children are
trained in such things as eating,
dressing, and going to the
bathroom.
·
The children come on a full day
or half day basis, so the number of
people necessary to carry on the
program adequately and efficiently is great.
The staff at the Developmental
Centre is divided into two areas,
the Director and the Programme
staff. The Director, plans, coordinates and participates in the
activities that go on at the Centre,
handles the coming and going of
cont'd on page 5

GRAND HOTEL
BRIDGEPORT

744-6368

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

/

Concert: The Guess Who and
FRIDAY, SEPT. 21
Diary of a Madman, U of W, see Greaseball Boogie Band, Phys Ed
complex, U of W, 8:30. Students:$4
thurs.
advance, $4.50 at the door; Non
Students $4.50 advance, $5 at the
Movies, U of W; see Thurs.
door
Intramural Men's Touch Football,
Soccer, Squash. Last day for en- SUNDAY SEPT. 23
tries. Men's and Women's Golf Movies, U of W, see Thurs
Tournament.
Film Night in lEI: The Magic
Christian, 8:00 pm, 50 cents
SATURDAY, SEPT 22
Diary of a Madman U of W, see
TUESDAY, SEPT.25
Thurs.
The Coffee House, Willison
Lounge, 9:00, no charge.
Movies, U of W, see Thurs.

Mov1es: Lady Sings the Blues,
Downhill Racer, Arts Lecture Football! WLU vs. York, Cen- Intramural Women's
entry deadline.
Hall, U of W, 75 cents
tennial Stadium, 8:00pm.

volleyball

Compliments

Campus Bookstore
'in the Concourse'

This week in the lounge

POVERTY TRAIN
SHOW TIME 8:30

ALSO

THE RED ROOM- A Place For
Quiet Meals With A Beer
Or Two
JEANS OK BUT DRESS SLACKS LOOK NICER

THE
CORD
WEEKLY
Read
and/or
Consider this a statement of intent.
The Cord does not have a particularly good reputation, and
perhaps justifiably so. In the past the editorial policy has
alienated some segments of the university population, while at
other times plain ordinary incompetence has caused the paper to
be a mediocre piece of journalism . But one cause of this
disrepute has been the lack of qualified, intelligent, literate staff
writers .
Contrary to popular opinion, the Cord does not attempt to
appeal to the mentality of the average six year old . Nor a twelve
year old . In a highly selective community such as a university it
should be possible to gear the level of writing to a much higher
norm . This ' attempt is made in all the material that is printed in
the Cord but is stymied by one fact-there is not sufficient
manpower to publish S\JCh a journal.
A few examples .
In a normal organization it is the job of the managers, in this
case editors, to organize workers , assign responsibilities and
duties and to keep an overseer's eye over the whole place. In the
case of a newspaper this means assigning stories, features,
keeping the office in such a way as to facilitate research. Furthermore , the editors also have the ~ighly desirable prestigious
job of writing editorials and occasional features. Yet, something
seems to be wrong at the Cord. Menial tasks are carried out by
the editorial staff, namely filing , clipping, typing and so on while
news writing and such are handled by staff writers, few though
they are. Neg1ected then, are the important organizational
duties necessary to running an internally sound structured paper .
Without an overall design the paper lacks cohesiveness, consequently "readability" to coin a phrase .
A second point is that with a new format which we hope
reflects our desire to publish a magazine-type publication we
find ourselves sorely short of features. A feature is any major
essay which details non-news articles . It is an "interest"
piece directed to a segment of the readers. So, there are these
three facts about the Cord:
a] at present we need people interested in doing office
work such as typing , filing, clipping, handling the mailing
list and so on . This is not an overtly notable list of positions
and the readers may not even know your name but the fact
remains that this type of people provide the groundwork
upon which the Cord is built . These jobs are vital, thus the
people who fill them are inherently important.
b] at present we need people interested in doing feature
writing . Feature writing is loose. A 'contract' i.s made
between an interested party and the paper that an interest
article will be submitted, of such and such a length by a
certain date . The list of topics is as broad as the number of
subjects under study at the university and thus run the
gamut from art to economics and history to physics . If you
can write an interest article then we need you . Present plans
are for at least a twelve page and most likely sixteen page
issue every week and so we will literally devour the copy.
But we must have it .
c) It is out intention to expand the present 'Entertainment'
section from just bridge , chess and movie reviews to a full
fledged hedonist paradise that would include book reviews,
concert previews and reviews , record reviews and so on. In
a sixteen page paper this section would occupy a full
quarter of the space .
So, to the statement of intent .
It is the intent of this year's Cord editorial staff to make this
weekly paper an enjoyable, literate, intelligent piece of journalism and one on which a relatively mature student can dwell
and reflect . Damn it, we want to make it good and interesting .
Given sufficient staff we can expand our size and change our
format with great flexibility and thus offer a readable commodity . But we need help .
Staff meetings are on Thursday at 7. Stop by the office on
Monday or Tuesday afternoon and either Tom or myself will be
present, anxious and eager to talk over jobs writing news,
features, columns or whatever. Just be interested in working,
and ready to.say yes or no to a simple flexible commitment.
by Dave Schultz

Ed1tor in Chief
Managing Editor
Photo Editor
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Ad Manager

Tom Garner
David Schultz
Matthew Wells
Les Francey
Pat Hassard
Bla1r Mullin

Phone 884-2990
Advertising 884-2991

The Cord Weekly is published
Student Board of Publ
corporated of Waterloo
University. Editorial opinions
dependent of the University,
Administrative Council and the
Publications. The Cord is a
the Canadian University Press

new name is political. To go one
step farther, it's Liberal. That it is
Within two months of this so should not surprise many for
writing, Waterloo Lutheran Laurier fits the pattern-W.D.
University will officially become Euler, W. Ross Macdonald, Paul
Wilfred Laurier University. Of Martin. What do you think of
that fact, I'm sure you need little Jimmy Breitaupt?
reminder. During the past weeks,
The nature of the selection
notice of the name change has committe was, to my mind, highly
been gaudily splashed across the unsatisfactory. Instead of or
province.
perhaps in addition to quiet
Many may wonder why the secretaries, noisy alumnus and
name change was required in the totally disinterested Tabor
first place. Quite simply, it is a graduates, the committee ought to
matter of Ontario politics that no have included knowledgeable
provincial university bear a resource people who could have
church name. Waterloo Lutheran brought to the discussion some
is not the first post-secondary• understanding of the history and
institution to undergo provin- traditions of the institution. At the
cialization after years of church very least, the committee should
affiliation . In the '60's the have actively solicited some
University of Ottawa was taken considered opinions. Such was not
over by the province after almost a the case and the committee, with
century of Catholic control. The the exception of one student
Ottawa case, however, required a representative, proceeded to
good deal less public relations due stumble along very much uninto the fact that the original name formed.
contained no reference to the
Those who favour the Laurier
church connection. Added to this, suggestion will undoubtedly tell
the city of Ottawa is located in any member of the so-called
Carleton County allowing one of dissenting minority that student
the area's two universities to adopt polls were on their side. That a
the name of the city while the other majority of students polled
was left with the county name. favoured Wilfred Laurier, I will
Unfortunately, such convenience not deny. Nonetheless, there are
was not available to WLU. With other considerations. Were these
two universities in the city and polls respectable? Who had
county of Waterloo, one of which decided that the selection of the
had a denominational tag, name new name had anything to do with
problems for the new provincial a majority opinion as expressed by
university were bound to arise.
student polls? After all, there were
In the autumn of 1972, the a good many students who
Lutheran Board of Governors favoured such exotic titles as
agreed to an advisory committee "Beaver U" . And as the selection
for the selection of the new name. related to student wishes, I find it
This committee was composed of very interesting that the adfaculty, staff and students of WbU ministration through one of its
as well as various representatives many committees would have the
from the community. After three audacity to suggest that it did
or four meetings, the committee something because a goodly
handed down its final recom- number of students wished that it
mendation. It advised the Board be done?
that Wilfred Laurier (or some
Finally, I would like to raise my
variant thereof) was the best strongest objection to the selection
possible new name .
ci the new name, an objection
There are some aspects of this which I consider to be central to
name selection that I find rather the entire matter. In naming the
interesting. At first glance, the university after Canada's seventh

prime minister, the
managed to retain the old
WLU. This gimmick is as
as it is stupid. We have
Wilfred Laurier not
achievements in vC11lJC1\JIIC111
but merely because
coincide with those of
Lutheran . In endea
honour him, we have
ourselves.
The business of the
committee was clear and
to select a new name.
must surely have meant
old name and all its
forgotten and a new one
committee decided to
measure. It would select
name but it would keep
initials. Of this aclhieverner~
a Mackenzie King Liberal
proud.

An Error
Congratulations on
issue, even if it was a
posing under the
seemed to have a lot of
formation in it.
Regarding your
on "WLU as an
university", I think you
on one point. When the
figures its grant, what
from the basic income
necessarily the fee
charged by the .. n;iu<>Peillu
it is something called a
fee," representing
government thinks the
should charge. The
a right to charge as much
get away with, but in the
universities have stayed
or so of the formula fee.
Hence WLU could have
astronomical tuition
you point out, nobody
been willing to pay
sense, this transfers the blaJ. Ilpllanla
WLU's troubles from the
ment to the university.
Anyway-best wishes
year .

The Cord welcomes letters on any topic . Letters will be printed if they are signed, but a pseudonym
used at the request of the author. All letters may be mailed to THE CORD WEEKLY, STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS, WLU, WATERLOO ONTARIO. Or, they may be placed in mail boxes provided in
TV lounge and in the Torque Room.

Remarks Made by David McKinley August 31, 1973
Residence Dons Dinner
I'd like to th'!nk Ian for asking
me here this evening to eat with
you and to allow me the opportunity to speak to you briefly.
As Dons you are going to be
given your fill of responsibility and
challenges this year-all of which,
Ian, no doubt, intends to have this
weekend. But consider for a
moment one fact, one undeniable
fact, that affects both of us; that is
your influence as opinion-makers
in the residences because certainly
you people are the opinion-makers.
If there is anything on this campus
that incites unity of opinion, not
withstanding the new name of this
glorious institution, it is the performance of S.A.C. over the past
few years. Let's not rehash that
sullied history.
This evening I want to make it

very clear-you might say I want

to make it perfectly clear-that
times have changed in S.A.C. ·I
believe S.A .C. has made a 180
degree turn and this year will see
more progress than all of the last
three put together. S.A.C. is no
longer avoiding issues or
problems-we're
confronting
them. I don't expect everyone to be
hilariously happy with us, but I
firmly believe that this S.A.C.
administration is going to

deservedly win admiration
more importantly, respect.
You can help when you
people on your floor about
Say what you will
years, but also tell them
have changed, and this year
is going to work. That's
asking you this evening.
down the institution
Students' Administrative
because we're
workable .

The Cord needs STAFF
-writing
-photography
-typing
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RIGHT THINKING

The Voice From Within

Here We Go Again

a new name. This
surely have meant that
and all its trappings
and a new one found.
decided to adopt a
. It would select a
but it would keep the
. Of this achievement,
:enzie King Liberal

by Ken Pope
One of the most important
considerations of a university
udcnt is finding the economic
resources necessary for his
educatiOnal survival. Without
them we return to the raw labour
I from wht>nce we came. It is
for this reason that the ideals,
form and administration of the
udent Awards Program is of
VItal mterest to us; there is little
doubt that without it many
tudents would be forced to
alternate t>ach year between
working and furthering their
educatwn.
Ideally, the Awards program is
mtended to equalize opportunity
by supplementing "family and or
resources".
Untudent
fortunately, as becomes particularly apparent each year at
this time, there is an undeniable
inequity evident in the distribution
d student loans and grants. Who
doesn't know of at least one case
where a manifestly unfair loan and
grant was awarded? <We could all
thinkmg of the same guy-he
must have a lot of friends. l It
almost makes you think that the
onomic inequalities we see in the
community at large have their
parallels within the university.
1\side
from
faulty
admuustration at the provincial level
tht>re IS an added and more easily
~eshonable deft>ct in the awards
program; the form of deciding who
deserves how much, that is , the
cr1tenon used to evaluate need,
s not effectively fulfill the ends
that a fair decision can~ made.
The nature of the questions asked

presupposes that families of all
social backgr.ounds are equally
interested in sending their children
to university; it also perpetuates
the dependence of 'children' on
their parents. In the first case, for
example, a father making $10,000
working at a trade may see no
reason for his son to get a BA and
make $12,000 a year teaching or
doing social work. In the second
case, after graduating from high
school many parents and students
feel there is no longer any
obligation on the family's part to
support a child once he is capable
of maintaining economic independence by working. Yet the
Awards program, while holding
that "neither students nor their
parents can transfer this financial
responsibility to the province on
the basis of arbitrary decisions on
their part" arbitrarily decides how
much "families and students are
expected to contribute to
educational costs in proportion to
their resources." Similarly, in
order to qualify for independent
status a student must spend "two
periods, each of twelve consecutive months, as a fulltime
member of the work force". The
latter requirement carries the
hidden disadvantage of students
being lured into being permanent
members of the labour pool by
pleasures and status symbols such
as pocket money, clothes and new
cars
These two defects in the awards
system are particularly objectionable because they are
blatant examples, at a slightly
more sophisticated level, of the

'streaming' of working class
students into manual or technical
rather than professional fields.
Personally, I feel that we should
alter the tax structure and provide
free university education; this
might be construed by some as a
radical and unworkable proposal.
Accordingly, I would like to
suggest an alternative. If the
Student Awards Program is to live
up to its ideal of equalizing
educational opportunity, a relatively minor change is necessary. A set amount of loan,
perhaps $12,000 would be allowed
to any fulltime student applying
for the full amount, or any portion
of it. Beyond this there would be a
grant system similar to that which
now exists, but which would take
into consideration only the
student's resources. The student
could write off part of his loan if his
parents contributed money toward
his education. I allow that there is
a possibility of abuse in this
system by children from wealthy
families but it would not be a
capital loss, only a slightly greater
amount of money paid out in interest to the private sector. At any
rate <no pun intended) the loss
would probably be less than that
paid out in excessive grants at the
present time; add to this the loss in
intellectual resources under the
old system and the price of not
altering the Awards program is
incalculable.
If this alternative is unacceptable, perhaps someone can
improve on it. The question of
whether or not we should make a
change is long past debate.

Christ: Socialist or Capitalist?

but a pseudonym may
Y, STUDENT BOARD
provided in the

admiration

by Eugene Agu·Onwumere
To some observers, the remarkable quality that characterized the
Christian religion in the past
century, has greatly changed.
orne equate it w1th considerable
declinr m moral standards, others
with a lack of religiousness among
people with, so to say, strong
hnslian background. Part of the
explanation may be in the
weakening influence of the clergy,
m that they are no longer rated
\\llh the same social importance
as our socwty changes. Neverthelt•ss, 1t seems certain
ignif1cant things may be said
about the present religious
1tualion which might contribute to
an undPrstanding of the current
turn of events For the present
purposes the question is, "was
Chmt
for
socialism
or
cap1tallsm?"
In pursuing an answer, it is
necessary to define and deal
eparately, with each of the
onomic terms. Socialism has
been given a variety of meanings
by the people who use the term.
While one school of thought emphasises that socialism is com-

cont'd from page 3

we're

Staff meetings
THURSDAYS
7pm

ch1ldren, and acts as hason between the staff and family in order
to correlate the activity and
progress in both areas. The
Director also gives counsel to the
family and staff members and
represents the Centre at meetings
and in contracts.
The Programme staff is also
divided into several jobs. The
Programme co-ordinator,
supervisors, teachers, motor skills

munity ownership of the means of
production and distribution,
property and economic planning
all of which could be achieved by
democratic means, another school
approaches socialism through
revolution
which
implies
destruction of the existing state of
things in order to install socialism.
Capitalism is characterized in
the modern form as private
ownership of property, the means
of production and distribution, the
existence of the profit motive, and
healthy and unhealthy competition. In either way, it could not
be out of place to say that both
socialism and capitalism have
numerous imperfections and
contradictions.
Judging from biblical readings
and teachings of eminent
theologians, it is stressed that
Christ worked with his hands,
shared a common purse with his
disciples, did not enjoy the comforts of a home and relied on the
hospitality of friends and disciples.
While Christ himself had no
capital as such, and therefore was
not a capitalist, he had wealthy
friends like Nicodemus,Zaccheous

and the sons of Zebedee. Considering his independent views
Christ said ''To render unto Caesar
the things that are Caesar" (Luke
20;25)which shows his absolute
indifference towards anything that
happens in a political sphere.
There is a tendency for some
people to believe that Christ was
more socialist inclined, but the
argument against this view is that
Christ was primarily concerned
with the conversion of man and
wanted God to dominate man
above all things, in order to secure
freedom for man. Modern
socialism of the type advocated by
Karl Marx was critical of Christ.
In fact, Marx criticized Christ for
trying to take away the liberty of
man through religion. Since advocates of socialism believe in
consolidation of their doctrine once
power is achieved, it could be said
that socialism is an attempt to
deprive men of freedom. When
Christ changes a person and
makes hime free, whatever the
amn does is to the glory of God and
welfare of man. While this
question shall contiue to be thought
provoking, Christ was neither a
socialist nor a capitalist..

trainer and assistant teachers are
all highly qualified personnel who
have great understanding of the
retarded and some experience in
working with them.
Even with all of these
professional people working to
help these kids learn the important
things in life, whether big or small,
is the the volunteers that come to
the Centre from the university,
highschools, and different community groups that are the
strength of the whole organization.
It is the volunteer that works

directly with the children and
therefore his patience, strength
and endurance is the backbone to
the Centre's success. Since the
Centre has a capacity enrollment
of 40 children and the only way the
Centre can treat the children as
individuals, recognizing their
totally different needs and
responses, a one-to-one basis is
absolutely necessary. At present it
isn't. Ron Petkar, the liason
between the WLU Community
Services and the Developemtnal
Centre feels that the things that

The Trend

by Robert K. Rooney

Another democratically elected
government in the Third World has
been overthrown by its own
military forces. Following what
seems to be a continuing trend in
the politics of the developing
countries, the Chilean armed
forces moved nine days ago to
restore order out of the chaos
caused by resistance to the
Marxist government of President
Allende.
More and more the military
forces of nations without a long
history of self-government and
colonial background are seizing
the reins of power from inept or
corrupt civilian reg!J:ll.es. It is
becoming the ruler.rther than the
exception in Black Africa, General
Gowan's regime in Nigeria and
General Amin's alleged government in Uganda being two
examples. Many South American
countries; Brazil, Bolivia, and
Paraguay, have gone the same
route. Cambodia and Greece are
examples from other parts of the
world. The reasons for this
exurpation of power by those
supposed to protect and not wield
it, are common in many respects.
Countries and peoples with no
modern history of self-rule or
responsible government, lacking
in education and the progressive
benefits of civilization were rushed
out of various empires, when
colonies became a liability instead
of an asset <non-Communist
empires at any rate>. To the
discredit of the Imperial Powers,
often the only cohesive and
disciplined body left behind was
the army. The easiest body of
government to join, an educating
and disciplining force and often a
meritocracy; the army is one of
the
best
instruments
of
socialization and modernization
extant in Underdeveloped nations.
The politicians, often foreign
educated, have a regrettable
tendency to let their good in,tentions degenerate into cronyism.
Chile was one of the bright spots
in the traditionally bleak and
sordid picture of South American
politics. Liberated from the
Spanish by the national hero
Bernardo O'Higgins, Chile was
usually free of the succession of
tyrants and
coups
which
beleaguered much of the continent. As country after country
fell into the trap of Military rule,
Chile managed to achieve a better
record of continuous democracy
than most of her neighbours. It
was not a perfect record by any
means, but most creditable for a
new nation. Before the elections
which brought Allende's left-wing
coalition to power, Chile had a
comparatively low illiteracy rate,
a reasonably stable economy, a

strong democratic tradition and
most importantly, a military force
with a record of little or no involvement in politics.
The coalition of Salvador
Allende gave Chile the dubious
distinction of having the first
democratically elected Marxist
government in history. Thirty-four
percent of the Chilean electorate
sufficed to put Allende in power.
Beseiged almost at once by the
right-wing in Chile who regarded
his ideology as anathema to theirs
as well as leftist youth groups
calling themselves Maoists who
decried his
moderate actions<moderate to them), Allende
tried to implement his ideals.
Strong opposition both in and out of
Parliament as well as certain
poorly conceived and executed
acts, for instance the Central Food
Distribution plan which caused
widespread unrest and the
nationalization of Anaconda
Copper which reduced copper
production, made Allende's hold
on power seem to be unsteady. In
an attempt to consolidate his
power, Allende brought the
military brass into the Cabinet.
These same soldiers, having tasted
power, took it all last week in a
bloody coup d'etat. Widespread
disobedience by private trucking
firms to gov't orders had caused a
transportation crisis. The high
inflation endemic to South
AmericaOOO percent in the last
year in Chile) was further contributing to the chaos.
The overthrow of Allende shows
again that domestic anarchy
cannot be tolerated, for it surely
leads to tyranny. There were two
tragedies in Chile, one being the
transformation into a military
dictatorship of yet another
democracy. The other was the fact
that Allende will become a martyr
in the eyes of the leftists, the coup
destroying the chance of once and
for all disproving the myth of
democratic Marxism.
Allende should be remembered,
not as a great v1s1onary
statesman, for he was not, but as a
man who tried to govern
democratically and one who died
for his ideals. That he had botched
the job of governing and his ideals
were those of the false prophet
Marx should also be remembered
but he was not a bad man and he
died well. He should have been
removed from office, but
democratically, not by an
assassin's bullets.

.,..........................................·.·······.!1
have happened at the Centre, the
personal success stories of the
children, couldn't have come about
without the Centre and the
volunteers that have worked there
over the past few years. We all
know there was a time when these
children would have been locked
up in some institution or their
parents home where only a limited
type of stimulus would be
available to them, which would not
enable them to lead normal or
semi-normal lives. Such stimulus
is being offered at the Develop-

mental Centre.
More volunteers are needed
though, to maximize the potential
of the Centre, and bring the
greatest amount of hope and encouragement to the children. If
you are interested in offering an
afternoon or morning of your time,
one day a week, I'm sure that you
would learn as much and maybe
more about yourself, your life and
the lives of some of the bravest
children I've ever seen, than they
themselves will ever be able to
know.

'E!WOIIE!!NOIIE!!NOIIESNCM
Wanted: alive if possible
Kid Blue
alias Bickford Waner
alias Dennis Hopper
Reward: good humoured
entertainment.

BRUCE L£E ·JOHN SAXON· AHNA CAPRI ,n"EmR THE DRA&OII"
Co StY::~~ BOB WAll· SHIH KIEJI JC.j tntrc· : .• ";> Jlfii KEUJ
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"STEELYARD BLUES"

COMING
SOON
[\'j ~] [
AND

8

Kid Blue is a notorious but
sometimes surprisingly naive
train robber who has turned honest
but is having a hard time maintaining his sang-froid in the face of
the hypocrisy and suspiciousness
of a conservative, one-horse, one
industry town in Texas. He stars in
one of the new breed of westerns
which combines both comedy and
adventure with a fresh, contemporary perspective. The sets
are well worn and the story is
traditional but the characters and
the dialogue are novel and enjoyable .
After absorbing abuse from the
community , the law , and his
employers , Kid Blue reaches the
saturation point and with three
victimized, dope-smoking Indians
returns to a life of crime.
Among the strange people he
encounters is Warren Oates as
Reese Ford. He makes ashtrays at
Hendrick ' s Great American
Novelty Company and is obsessed
with the ancient Greeks and their
acceptance of male friendship and
love. Lee Purcell is his Jane Fonda
lookalike wife who complicates
Kid Blue's reformation by falling
in love with him .
Ben Johnson plays " mean" John
Simpson, the hard line tobacco-

li(U!A
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by Frank Sexton
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CANADIAN FEATURES
Sept 20-22

Thurs. thru Sat.

Dorected by lilies Carle
ThiS os a botter sweet folm whoch tells the
story of how dotfocult ot IS to become a
woman when one IS too sweet a gorl It takes
place on Quebec and has been descrobed as
eoth<'r a cruel comedy or a poonted drama
woth humour Colour 1%8

Rape of a Sweet
Young Girl

Sep! 23-25 Sun. thru Tues.

JOURNEY
Dorected by Paul Almond
Starrong John Ve rn o n a nd Ge nevoeve l:!utold
Th e f1lm o pens o n an unreal vers1on of the
world , acti on takes place in an tma gmary
commune wh ere ttme a nd space do not

ext st Tht s ts an a llego n l al study o f a gtrl 's
"ruggle to fon d hNse lf through ISo latong
tm ageo; drea m ed o n a bt zarre but beauttful
JOU rn ey bac k m ttm e to a prtmttt ve co m -

Even after more than a year,
chess is still feeling the impact of
the Spassky-Fischer match
publicity. It is most evident in the
vastly increased numbers of
serious players entering clubs and
tournaments. However, one
peculiar
aspect
of
this
phenomenon is the enlarged interest in women's chess.
Internationally , women's chess
has always been relegated to a
distant second from men's chess.
Though the reader may be now
familiar with the names of
Fischer, Spassky and Petrosian,
the last three men's champions,
how many are familiar with the

chewing, fast shooting sheriff who
hassles Kid Blue in defence of
morality while at the same time
rendezvousing with Janice Rule,
the ever-present whore with a nose
for profits .
We meet Peter Boyle in another
weirdo as a fire and brimstone
preacher whose delight in baptizing only just outweighs his
respect for God-given liquor and
opium and his interest in building
an aerocycle.

The town, appropriately ro
Dime Box thrives on its The WLU
lucrative enterprise whictravellro to
owned by Hendricks , an Ame:and were
patriot, capitalist and solid Ciitime this season
It is at this company 's payroli tory seemed to
Kid Blue strikes when his pattJawk defence,
with Dime Box's twisted sentJut improved
bad breaks.
piety runs out.
Kid Blue is well worth your The Lancers
and money. It is a well-mallat about the 10
teresting movie and it's funn.opening quarter
Pat H~tercepted a
lor at the

came
at QB
2tough
def
yards to
out to his
pass. U
Wally
·
pass would
Casin~ Night, a combined Pub and Ga~ble~s Para.d1se was
took the ball
of the most successful events of the entire onentatlon p
f h'
This appeal directed to two of homo sapiens baser instin~mthper or IS
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yielded a 400 d o II ar pro f1t
_
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led 7-4 with
If time. The
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well but
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h \\a hit.

nam e Gaprindasvili , women 's
world champion for the past ten
years . No woman has ever come
close to dethroning her in her
many title defenses.
The
problem
in gammg
recognition for the women seems
to lie in the fact that they have
always fared badly against their
male counterparts. There is no
objective reason for this, yet there
have
been
endless
male
chauvinistic explanations. Suffice
to say that women's chess is being
encouraged by all of the world's
chess federations.
Locally, the WLU Chess Club has
also reflected the trend towards
more women's participation. Four

the midfield
ladies have indicated their r rter, r~tl da t
.
d .--o~ en e a1 e
o
to b rea k th e prev1ous
ornmr In the first half
of the WLU club by men and t fense had piled
to be applauded . Regardles of r n eon the
results, it shows that chess istt e enalties, one
t'
a sport that all may equally et: t p
.
ereep 10n
The s~lut10n to last we. Je.
problem 1s as follows : 1. Q-RfB In the third
N-R4; 2. Q-N5ch, NxQ ; 3. N-~defensc again held
K-N3; 4. N-R4mate.
THEROYALGAME
The Players are the Kings;
win or lose,
fall or gain,
They restore the board
And renew their Reign.
by Jerome Saltzman

mune. she ~ m e rg es rt•ady to cope wtth th e
rea ht1es o f th e present

Sept 26-28 Wed.

by j d barber

the 'Jreat Northfield Minnesota Raid

Star ron g Cloff Rob<'rtson
O nf' o f the most on cred oble oncode nt s on the hiSto ry of the West occ urred whe n th P Ja mes
gan g trekk Pd hundred s o f molps to exPcute a prPcosoo n· pla nned robbe ry o n the boggest
ba nk west o f the MISsossop po at North foe ld Monn psota Cl off Robe rtson ta kes on hiS most
, ha lle ngon g ro le "n ee Charly The Oscar wonnong ac tor dPvoted a full yea r to shapon g hos
po rtrayal o f the fa mpd o utlaw Co le Colour 1972
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One of the more useful of the
conventions, or gadgets used by
the more serious bridge players, is
the intermediate, or Acol, two-bid.
The opening of two diamonds,
hearts or spades, when the Acol
two-bids are being used by the
partnership, shows a hand with
eight or more winners, and it is
forcing . It does not guarantee any
defensive, or high-card strength.
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South

ro b' hc1 nk ..,

Sept

24th

National Film Theatre

Opening Lead: Ace of spades

APARIJITO

directed by Styajit Ray
Tho s is th e second , but independent part , of the Apu Trilogy The main
spnng of the fdm is Apu 's changtng relationship to his mother Thi s IS
JuSt as warm and human as any of Ray 's film s. India 1956, English
subtitl ed

All SHOWS 7:00 and 9:15 EXCEPT
MONDAYS 7:00PMSpecial Screening NFT Members only

South's two heart call is a normal Acol two-bid. North's raise is
the strongest possible call, and
shows at least one and a half
tricks, at least three trump, and
sets the trump suit.

S. 7 4 3
H. K 9 7 2
D. Q 7 4
C. A 6 3

'··-

'T'he>

wbeginners will
s. K J 985 c:annot swim or
S. AQ1062
H.Jheads up dog
H.85
D. 632 rrom 6 to 7 pm
D.98
s. .
c. KJg 2beginning Sept 25.
C. Q 1085
S. void
course and
H. A Q J 10 6 4
Passmore
D . A K J 10 5
course is
c. 7 4
feels that one
from university
West
South
North
East to swim at least
pass
3 Ht
2 Ht
pass instructors will be
pass
4 Cl
3 Sp
~
pass
The bronze
pass
4 Ht
4 Dia
pass important for
pass
6 Dia!!
5 Dia
pass lifeguards or
all pass
7 Ht
swimming a
medallion is
South initiates a sequence of cue shows the king of hearts. The urequirement for
bids. The three spade call shows diamond call shows second rwcourse involves al
first round control of that suit, as control of diamonds as well saving. It is offere
do four clubs, and four dic.monds . first, and the six diamond call Wednesdays,
north confrims the king of tru"'nesday, Septembe
North's four heart call denies and shows third round control eek course at a
any further first or second round diamonds, almost certainly by For those who
controls, and so almost certainly queen .

E.

Hawks Suffer First Loss

indicated their
the previous domina
U club by men and
uded. Regardles of
it shows that chess is
that all may equally enjoy
solution to last week's
is as follows: 1. Q-R4ch,
Q-N5ch, NxQ; 3. N-N4ch,
. N-R4mate.

ByLes Francey
The WLU Golden Hawks
travelled to Windsor on Saturday
and were defeated for the first
time thiS season 25- 14. Again, the
tory ~eemed to be a very tough
Hawk defence, and inconsistent
but impro\'rd offense and a few
bad breaks
The Lancrrs opened the scoring
at about the 10 minute mark of the
openmg quarter when Greg Wood
intcrcrpted a pass from Gord
Taylor at the Lutheran 30 setting
up a smgle on a punt 2 plays later.
On the next sequence of plays,
·kl\lann fumbled on his own 30
nd the Lancers again took over in
good scoring position. However, a
launch defense thwarted the
l.&~nccr attempt for a touchdown
and thry settled for a field goal.
The quarter rnded with the Lanleading 4 - 0. All four points
werr gained as a result of offensive
errors
After a couple of exchanges in
th<• !;Ccond quarter, the Lancers
had the ball at their own 30.
lulldoon came in to replace
O'Re11ly at QR and sent Hillier off
tackle for 2tough yards against the
Lutheran defense. Second down
e1ght ) ards to go and Mulldoon
rolls out to his left to throw a
reen pass L:nbeknownst to him
though, Wally Parker decided that
th1s pass would not be complete
and took the ball from the air to
mper for his second touchdown
oC the season and to give the
Hawks a 6 · 4 lead. Mueller converted the touchdown and the
Hawks led 7-4 with 8:10 to go until
half time. The whole second
quarter was Hawks defense
featuring Parkt•r and Mueller who
did
outstanding
jobs
as
linebackers. The whole defense
played well but when these two
guys h1t a Lancer, that Lancer
knew he was hit. Lancers never got
p..1st the midfield stripe in that
qunrter, !Jut n sputlermg Hawk
offense fmled to gain points.
In the first half, the Lutheran
offense had piled up 114 yards total
ol'frnse on the ground but 60 yards
in penalties, one fumble and 1
interception seemed to tell the
talc
In the third quarter, the Hawk
defense again held the Lancers in

their own end of the field until
Dewey fumbled a punt on the
Hawk 43 toward the end of the
third. This was the first time since
the first quarter that the Lancers
were inside Hawk territory, but it
didn't last long. After two more
exchanges, Dewey made up for his
fumble and intercepted a Lancer
pass on the last play of the quarter.
The fourth quarter should not be
re-lived. Hawks went into the
quarter in control of the play and
leading 7- 4. They came out losing
25 - 14.
On the first play of the quarter,
Taylor throws incomplete to
Simpson in the flats. Second and
ten, McClean takes a pitch out on
the triple option around the end for
a first. McMann rips through the
centre for 5 yards. One play later
finds the Hawks third and one at
the Lancer 45. Tuffy decides to go
and Gord' Taylor sends McClean
off tackle for the first. Things are
beginning to gel. The offense looks
good. This could be a touchdown
drive. First down ten yards to go,
Taylor pitches to McMann for five.
Second and five, McClean takes
the ball around the right end, picks
up a key block to spring past
scrimmage and picks up speed,
after 7 yards he has one man to
beat. Number 31, Greg Wood
approaches McClean and McClean
gets set to avoid the tackle-then it
happened. Wood walked up to
McClean extends greetings and
takes the ball from McC!eans arms
and runs 75 yards for a touchdown.
Conversion good-Lancers 11
Lutheran 7.
Uteck took the kickoff and ran
back the ball to the 45 and only
needed one more block to go all the
way But after a pass to Simpson,
the offense was stymied and the
Hawks were forced to punt. The
Lancers were first and ten at their
own seven yard line. Hillier went
up the middle for two and then the
Lancers finally got a play to work.
It was a long pass to Brian Plenderleith who went all the way for a
touchdown conversion
good
Lancers 18 Lutheran 7.
To add insult to injury, the Lancer
kickoff went all the way
into the Lutheran end zone,
bounced out of bounds and went for
a point.

Instructional Swimming Courses Begin
ers are the Kings;
win or lose,
fall or gain,
the board
their Reign.
Jerome Saltzman

W.
S.KJ985
H.3
0.632
C. KJ92
6 4
5

East
pass
pass
pass
pass
king of hearts. The five
shows second round
diamonds as well as
six diamond call by
the king of trumps
third round control of
, almost certainly by the

by Les Francey
Instructional
courses
in
sw1mmmg and diving will be offered to all students this year by
the Athletic department. Roger
swimming
and
Passmore,
aquatics coach announces that the
courses will include swimming for
beginners, a bronze medallion
course, and a spring board diving
course. The winter semester will
see further instructional courses.
All courses in the fall begin the
week of monday September 24. On
monday September 24, you may
.ign up for all the fall courses.
The instructional course for
begmners will appeal to those who
cannot swim or can only manage a
heads up dog paddle. It is offered
from 6 to 7 pm on Tuesdays
beginning Sept 25. It is a ten week
course and costs 3 dollars.
Passmore points out that this
course is important because he
feels that one should not graduate
from university without being able
to swim at least a little bit. The
instructors will be students.
The bronze medallion course is
important for those who want to be
lifeguards or want to improve their
swimming ability. The bronze
medallion is the minimum
requirement for lifeguards. The
course involves all aspects of life
saving. It is offered from 6 to 8 pm
Wednesdays, beginning Wednesday, September 26. It is a ten
week course at a cost of $6.00.
For those who want to be a three

metre marvel, a springboard
marvel, a springboard diving
course will be offered on Tuesdays
from 7 to 8 pm. The course is
designed
to
accommodate
beginning Tuesday Sept 25 for ten
weeks at a cost of $3.00. Passmore
explains that he thinks this course
will be a lot of fun for those who
come out and if a high turnout is
forthcoming, then a second hour
will be provided.
For the winter term, Passmore
is planning a learn to swim course
for children of students, faculty
and staff. Beginning swimming
and spring board diving again will
be offered. For those advanced
swimmers with a bronze medalion,
there will be a Red Cross
leadership course. A skin and
scuba diving course will be offered
to those so inclined. Passmore
points that the cost for the skin and
scuba diving course may be high
but equipment wil be supplied.
There will also be a quota on entrants.
Passmore also announces new
pool hours effective September 24.
From Monday to Friday the pool
will be open for free swim time
from noon to 1:30, 3:30 pm-4: 30 pm
and 8:00 pm-11:00 pm. The new
3:30-4:30 hour is at the request of
many students who wanted to have
some swim time after classes. On
Saturdays and Sundays, the pool
will be open from noon to four. Also
Sundays, the pool will be open
from 7 to 9 pm.

The next sequence of plays was
something that the Hawk defense
should be able to do all the time.
Mclean for 17 around the end,
Taylor rolls out and keeps for the
first, Taylor for 8, McClean for 40
yards, Taylor to Simpson for a first
on the Lancer 15. Two further
plays failed to net the offense any
yards, in fact they lost two. On
third and twelve the Hawks go, the

pass is incomplete but the Lancers
were called for roughing so the
Hawks were first down from the
Lancer 9. Farhner fan the ball over
from there but the officials weren't
satisfied so they moved the ball
back to the one and again Fahrner
ran over for the season's first
offensive touchdown. Mueller
converted and the Hawks were
within one touchdown of the

Lancers with two minutes to go.
The Hawks got the ball back with
only 53 seconds to. go at their own
41. Still plenty of time to score a
touchdown. On the first play of the
sequence Taylor dropped back to
pass to Simpson but Moe
Cousineau of the Lancers intercepted and ran all the way for
the touchdown. The final score
was Windsor Lancers 25 Waterloo
Lutheran University 14.

Farhner goes over for season's first offensive TO.
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